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Professional recorder player Michael Lynn  
visited the Sigal Music Museum in Greenville, SC,  

to research, photograph and even play  
the historical recorders  

in the collection.

A world clAss collection
GALLERY

PHOTOS AND TEXT BY MICHAEL LYNN
Michael Lynn performed at the Inaugural Luncheon for 
President Obama’s first term and has played throughout the 
U.S., Canada, Taiwan and Japan with Apollo’s Fire, Mercury 
Baroque, ARTEK, Oberlin Baroque Ensemble, Smithsonian 

Chamber Players, Tafelmusik, American Baroque Ensemble, Handel & Haydn 
Orchestra, Boston Early Music Festival Orch estra, Cleveland Orchestra, 
Houston Symphony, Cleveland Opera, Santa Fe Pro Musica, and many other 
ensembles. 
  Lynn serves on the faculty of Oberlin Con servatory as Professor of Recorder 
and Baroque Flute, and teaches each year at the Oberlin Baroque Perform ance 
Institute. He writes regularly for flute magazines around the world and is noted 
for his presentations and videos on History and Development of the Flute.  
An acclaimed collector of flutes, he has a web site where you can view them  
at: www.originalflutes.com. His music and videos are posted at:  
www.soundcloud.com/mloberlin and www.youtube.com/MichaelLynnFlute.

I recently visited the Sigal Music 
Museum in Greenville, SC, to 
to research and photograph 

their collection of antique flutes 
and recorders. This museum was 
previously known as the Carolina 
Music Museum and specialized  
in early keyboard instruments, 
especially those made in America. 

In 2017 the museum was founded 
as the Carolina Music Museum by 
Thomas Strange, executive director 
and a noted scientist, along with Ste-
ven Bichel and Beth Lee. Strange has 
for many years been an avid collector 
and restorer of early keyboards. 

In 2020 the museum was renamed 
the Sigal Music Museum, following 
the gift of almost 700 instruments 
from the private collection of the 
late Marlowe Sigal of Newton, MA. 
Sigal had put together an extensive 
assortment of early harpsichords 
and pianos; as he started running 
out of room, he became interested in 
acquiring wind instruments. I visited 
the collection in his home briefly in 
2010 and was stunned at the depth of 
his accumulation of flutes and record-
ers. It is equally strong in other winds, 
such as oboes, bassoons and clarinets.

There are probably millions of 
modern recorders in the world today. 
Virtually all of these instruments are 
descended from recorders built in the 
18th century. The recorder was a pop-
ular instrument in the first half of the 
18th century, but we have relatively 
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1: Pierre (Peter) Jaillard Bressan (1663-1731), alto in F, stained boxwood with 
ivory rings, two middle joints for playing at low and high pitch. Bressan was 
a French wind instrument maker who moved to London, England, and became 
a top maker. French instrument makers and performers were very important 
to the development of music in England at the start of the 18th century. His 
recorders are known for their beautiful sound, especially rich in the lower 
register.
 
▲
2: Michael Lynn playing the Bressan alto. I have always considered Bressan’s 
recorder design to be the most beautiful. This is a very special instrument in 
unusually fine condition. Sigal acquired it from the von Huene collection. It is 
fully playable and was surely restored long ago by Friedrich von Huene.
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⊳
3: Jacob Denner (1681-1735), alto in F, boxwood, with closeup of maker’s mark. From Nüremberg, Germany, Denner 
crafted recorders known for having an easy high register needed for much of the recorder music of J.S. Bach or 
G.Ph. Telemann

4: Thomas Boekhout, Netherlands (1666-1715), bass recorder with two keys (C key and low F key). Shown in three 
shots, this bass recorder by the well-known Dutch maker Boekhout is in fi ne condition. The keys are beautifully 
designed, and the instrument has attractive turnings throughout. Boekhout may have invented the second key, 
which he advertised as making it possible to achieve better tuning. The bocal is a new replacement for the lost 
original. A surprisingly large number of original bass recorders have survived. 
▲
5: Thomas Stanesby, Jr. (1692-1754), alto in F, boxwood. One of the best-known London recorder and fl ute makers, 
Stanesby, Jr., made beautiful English-style recorders. In addition to the alto, the English enjoyed the “small recorders” 
such as sopranos in B

b
, C and D, of which Stanesby made outstanding examples. He was also a proponent of the voice 

fl ute (tenor in D) and the tenor in C.

few original 18th-century recorders 
left  to us today. 

Th e recorder fell out of use by the 
middle of the 18th century and didn’t 
continue on like the other wind instru-
ments, such as the fl ute, oboe, bassoon 
and clarinet. If you lived in Germany 
and played a fl ute made in 1740, you 
could still play music being written for 
the fl ute in 1760 or 1780. Use of the 
recorder, on the other hand, had dwin-
dled to almost nothing by 1750. 

Also contributing to the loss of 
many original recorders is that the 
windway and edge, which produce 
the sound of the recorder, were prone 
to damage and decay. Today, any 
18th-century (or earlier) recorder is 
considered a treasure, whether it is 
still playable or not.
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Contributing to the loss of 
many original recorders is 
that the windway and edge, 
which produce the sound 
of the recorder, were prone 
to damage and decay. Today, 
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Four ivory recorders. Certainly, one of 
the pinnacles of collecting historical 
wind instruments is acquiring ivory 
recorders and flutes. Recorders 
are considerably rarer than ivory 
flutes, and they often feature special 
ornamental designs. These four 
ivory recorders present a wonderful 
overview of styles.

⊳
6: Johann Gahn (fl. 1698-1711),  
alto in F, ivory, c.1710, head and 
foot. This maker from Nüremberg, 
Germany, was well-known for his 
highly carved ivory recorders. Quite 
a few of these survive, almost surely 
due to their artistic qualities. You will 
see these recorders prominently 
displayed in many of the top 
collections around the world.  
They often feature a face, such  
as the one in the Sigal example.

▼
7: Johann Oberländer (1681-1763), 
soprano in C, ivory. This wonderful 
little recorder has a repaired crack  
in the head, but the sound-producing 
areas are in excellent condition. It 
produces a clear, bright and refined 
sound. Interestingly, the collection 
also has an additional matching 
soprano foot joint, but it is slightly too 
big to be for this instrument. Perhaps 
it is for a matching B

b
 soprano. 
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Calling All Angels
• Become an ARS “angel” by 

sponsoring recorder music mailed 
with American Recorder

• Your gift of $1000 will support an 
honorarium for the composer and 
costs of publication for one 
Members’ Library Edition

More information: ARS offi ce, toll-free 844-509-1422 | director@americanrecorder.org
                                                                                                                            

Most of the major musical instru-
ment collections around the world, 
have a few original recorders. One can 
still fi nd them for sale occasionally, 
usually at auction. An Eichentopf 
alto recorder sold earlier this year for 
around $30,000. 

In addition to its outstanding key-
board instruments, the Sigal collec-
tion is made up of a large and fi ne 
representation of wind instruments: 
fl utes, oboes, clarinets, bassoons, and 
11 original 18th-century recorders. 
Together, they make a world-class col-
lection. Here is a basic listing of what 
the collection holds:
•	Th omas Stanesby, Jr., alto in F, 

boxwood
•	Jacob Denner, alto in F, boxwood
•	Pierre J. (Peter) Bressan, alto in F 

with two middle joints (for low and 
high pitch), boxwood

•	Jean Jacques Rippert, alto in F, ivory
•	Johann Benedict Gahn, alto in G, 

carved ivory
•	Johann Oberländer, soprano in C, 

ivory
•	Johann Heinrich Berhardt, alto in F, 

boxwood
•	Th omas Boekhout, bass in F, maple?
•	C. Nikolaus Staub, alto in G, 

carved ivory
•	Johann Heinrich Eichentopf, 

alto in F, boxwood
•	Willhelm Beukers, soprano in C, 

boxwood
Th is list is an outstanding represen-

tation of the most important Baroque 
recorder makers. Many would con-
sider Denner, Bressan and Stanesby, 
Jr., to be the premier makers of the 
18th century. Th is article shows only a 
sample of the Sigal recorder holdings.

these historical instruments 
are models waiting to be 
studied and copied.

https://www.vonhuene.com
http://www.canzonet.net
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⊳
8: Nikolaus Staub (1644-1734), alto 
in G. Like Denner and Gahn, Staub 
also worked in Nüremberg, Germany. 
This alto has a very distinctive design 
featuring carving highlighted by black 
lines in the ivory—a very special 
looking instrument.

9: Jean-Jacques Rippert  
(c.1645-1724), alto in F.  
Paris maker Rippert’s recorders  
are well known today because  
of the A=440 model now made  
by the Von Huene Workshop.

What can we learn from original 
recorders? Although we seldom have 
the opportunity to hear their voices, 
to the recorder maker of today, these 
historical instruments are models 
waiting to be studied and copied. 
There are quite a few fine instruments 
available in museums—recorders by 
Bressan, Stanesby and Denner, but 
also recorders by other makers (like 
the Eichentopf alto or the Oberländer 
soprano), which are much rarer. 

Notice how these instruments look 
different from the recorders you 
probably play. First, they have single 
holes, rather than double holes for the 
bottom two notes. Another interest-
ing feature is how evenly the finger 

holes are spaced and how similar the 
size is of each hole. Recorders played 
in the 18th century used a slightly dif-
ferent tuning system than that of most 
modern recorders, and thus some 
different fingerings. When converting 
to modern tuning and fingerings, it 
becomes necessary to move around 
some of the holes and to vary the size 
of holes considerably more than on 
the originals. While these changes can 
work well, something of the symmet-
rical beauty of the original is lost in 
the modern designs.

I hope that today’s recorder players 
find a glimpse of these beautiful  
instruments to be inspirational to 
their own love for the recorder. •

LINkS OF INTEREST:

•	 Sigal Music Museum: https://sigalmusicmuseum.org
•	 Music museums worldwide:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_music_museums
•	 Michael Lynn:  

www.originalflutes.com, www.soundcloud.com/mloberlin,  
www.youtube.com/MichaelLynnFlute8
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